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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF CONSUMER AFFFAIRS
AND BUSINESS REGULATION

ONE ASHBURTON PLACE
BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02108, NOVEMBER 4, 1987.

The Honorable Michael J. Connolly, Secretary of the Commonwealth
State House, Room 337, Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Dear Mr. Secretary;

Pursuant to the provisions of Section 33 of Chapter 30 of the
General Laws, attached hereto are the legislative recommendations
to be filed on behalf of the Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and
its agencies.

Sincerely,

PAULA W. GOLD,

®f)E Commontoealtf) of 4Ha*£aci)u*ett£

Secretary.
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LEG ISLA LIVE RECOMMENDA TIONS OF THE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS

AND BUSINESS REGULATION

The provisions of this act are intended to bring uniformity into the
various sections of chapters 13, 112, and to allow all boards within
the division of registration to operate, whenever appropriate, under
similar authority and guidelines.

2. An Act requiring the mandatory reporting by nurses

The intent of this bill is to protect the public by mandating the
reporting to the board of registration in nursing of nurses whose
practice is substandard and/or impaired by substance abuse. The bill
provides a limited immunity for the individual who is acting in good
faith in reporting the nurse. The language of this bill closely tracks
that found in section 14 of the Medical Malpractice Act, Ch. 351 of
the Acts of 1986.

3. An Act relative to the members of the board of
ELECTROLOGISTS.

Historically the position for a physician has been impossible to fill,
by changing the requirement from physician to health care
professional there will be a wider range of professionals with medical
experience that will qualify for appointment therefor the position will
be filled and the board would have representation from the medical
field.

4. An Act relative to the board of registration in veterinary

medicine.

Since the state licensure examination is given only once a year, the
proposed renewal period of six months will allow a licensure candidate
to participate in supervised veterinary medical practice until the next

i. An Act relative to the boards of registration within the
DIVISION OF REGISTRATION.
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set of examinations is administered the following year. The change

would also alleviate the problem now faced by foreign veterinary

graduates, who must obtain one year of clinical experience to be

eligible for licensure in this state.

5. An Act relative to the board of real estate brokers and

SALESMEN.

~ The real estate field is becoming more complex every day and the

■ board believes that educational requirements applying to licensees
need to be brought up to national average standards. The proposed
increase in educational requirements will facilitate reciprocal licensui e
of Massachusetts licensed brokers and salesmen by other states.

6. An Act relative to the board of real estate brokers and
SALESMEN.

The real estate field is becoming more complex every day and the
board believes that educational requirements applying to licensees
need to be brought up to national average standards. The proposed
increase in educational requirements will facilitate reciprocal licensure
of Massachusetts licensed brokers and salesmen by other states.

7. An Act relating to pharmacists’ reports to the board of
REGISTRATION IN MEDICINE.

Chapter 112, sec. SF, also known as the “snitch law,” requires health
care providers, (including physicians, nurses, dentists, hospitals and
clinics) to report to the Board of Registration in Medicine when they
have reason to believe that a physician is incompetent, or is otherwise
violating any law or regulation. Pharmacists are in a unique position
to observe and report on physicians who are abusing their prescribing
privileges. Often, large groups of pharmacists in a particular

“geographical area will refuse to honor a physician’s prescriptions,
because the pharmacists have reasonably concluded that the physician
is repeatedly violating Chapter 94C, by prescribing without a
legitimate medical purpose. This amendment would require
pharmacists to report physicians who pharmacists have a reasonable
basis to believe are in violation of the law.
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An Act relative to the board of registration in medicine

The 1986 Medical Malpractice Reform Act, St. 1986, c. 351, sec.
10, made the Board of Registration in Medicine an independent
agency, removing it from the Division of Registration. At that time,
there should have been a technical amendment to section 61 of chapter
112, which contains laws of general applicability to all of the
Commonwealth’s professional licensing boards. This amendment
would assure that G.L. c. 112, secs. 61-63 would still apply to the
Board of Registration in Medicine, as those sections have applied
since their enactment, some as early as 1917. Restoring application
of section 63 is particularly important, since it requires the
professional boards to pursue disciplinary cases notwithstanding the
pendency of criminal charges.

9. An Act relative to referral of impaired physicians to drug

and alcohol programs.

This is an amendment to M.G.L. c. 112, sec. SF, also known as
the “snitch” law. The amendment would allow the Board, by
regulation, to exempt from the “snitch” law reports on physicians who
are legitimately receiving alcohol and drug counseling, in programs
which meet minimum requirements and which provide clear
protection to the public from impaired physicians. This approach has
been endorsed by the Board’s Advisory Committee on the Patient
Care Assessment Regulations, composed of physician, hospital and
consumer representatives.

io. An Act relative to the application of sections two through

SIX OF CHAPTER 112 OF THE GENERAL LAWS.

This bill clarities the Board’s disciplinary authority over interns and
residents. G.L. c. 13, sec. 10 already confers broad regulatory and
disciplinary authority upon the Board to oversee the activities of
interns and residents, and G.L. c. 112, sec. 7 would be harmonized
by this bill. G.L. c. 111, sec. 1, (as amended by the 1986 Medical
Malpractice Reform Act. St. 1986, c. 351) defining “health care
provider,” properly makes no distinction between a fully licensed
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physician and an intern or resident; this bill is thus consistent with
the 1986 Medical Malpractice Reform Act.

ii. An Act relative to the department of public utilities’ railway

BRIDGE INSPECTIONS.

This bill would transfer the statutory responsibility for railway
bridge inspections from the DPU to the Department of Public Works.
Currently due to a lack of funding for DPU inspectors, the DPW is
performing the railway bridge inspections along with its own roadway
bridge inspections.

12. An ACT AUTHORIZINGTHE DEPARTMENTOF PUBLIC UTILITIES TO ISSUE
PROTECTIVE ORDERS.

This bill would provide the Department with the same authority
to protect trade secrets and confidential information as the
Massachusetts courts have.

13. An Act relative to the fuel bureau of the department of
PUBLIC UTILITIES.

Would increase the assessment of the electric utilities to fund an
increase in the operations budget of the Department’s fuel bureau (the
fuel adjustment clause bureau) to $700,000 from the current level of
$400,000.

14. An Act relating to the powers and duties of the director of
STANDARDS.

This section would allow the Division of Standards to accept
Certificates of Conformance issued by the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS) in lieu of state type approval for commercial
weighing and measuring devices. Certificates issued by the NBS are
done under very rigid controls developed under the National Type
Evaluation program approved by the National Conference on
Weights and Measures.
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is. An Act to conform the Massachusetts cable television
STATUTE TO FEDERAL LAW AND TO UPDATE ITS TERMINOLOGY.

(1) The present statute uses the outmoded terms “community
antenna television” and “CATV.” “Cable television” is the current
name for this technology.

Sections 1, 2, 4, and 6-17 eliminate references to the “Community
Antenna Television Commission” and “CATV,” replacing them with
“Cable Television Commission” and “cable television.”

(2) The legislation also amends provisions of the statute that are
inconsistent with federal law due to passage of the Cable
Communications Policy Act of 1984.

Section 3 of the act. amending chapter 166A, section 1(b), replaces
the current definition of “cable system” with the definition contained
in the federal law.

Section 5 amends the definition of “licensee” contained in chapter
166A, section 1(e). This definition contains the cross-ownership

provisions which prohibit broadcast television stations and
newspapers from obtaining licenses to operate cable systems. The
federal law does not allow states to enact ownership prohibitions for
all television broadcast stations. As redrafted, this section will only
prohibit ownership by those stations restricted under the federal act.

16, An Act to further regulate the conduct of horse and dog

RACING.

These amendments will a) authorize the commission to appoint two
of the three stewards (judges) at each racetrack, thereby insuring that
the board of judges will act in the interest of the public and not of
the racetrack. Currently, the racetrack appoints two of the three
stewards with the approval of the commission; and b) give the
commission jurisdiction over persons who are closely involved with
the important aspects of racing.

it. An Act further regulating credit life and credit accident
AND HEALTH INSURANCE.

This legislation proposes to extend the Banking Division regulation
governing the sale and credit insurance by banks to all sales of
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consumer credit insurance. The Banking Division regulation requires
that state-chartered banks purchasing credit insurance solicit
competitive bids from at least three insurers before purchasing the
insurance. The regulation has resulted in substantial savings to
Massachusetts consumers purchasing credit insurance through state-
chartered banks and the legislation should extend these savings to all
purchasers of credit insurance in Massachusetts. It should also
provide for reasonable rate variation among the lender groups which
sell credit insurance to reflect differences in experience.

The bill also establishes new ceilings on the permissible rate for
credit insurance: for credit life insurance, the proposed rate is 40$ per
$lOO per year; for credit accident and health insurance, the proposed
rate is 70<P per $lOO per year for the first forty-eight months and 50$
per $lOO per year thereafter. These rates would give rate relief to the
segments of the market with the worst experience. For other segments
of the market, the rates will be adjusted downward through the
competitive bidding process.

The legislation requires mandatory disclosure of the consumer’s
right to refuse the product without such refusal adversely affecting
his or her credit application. It also addresses the problem of
mandatory “gross” coverage in credit life insurance, which is an
anomaly in Massachusetts law. Gross coverage in credit life insurance
means the insured consumer must obtain coverage for both the
amount of the loan and the entire amount of the financing charges
even though the insurer would never be liable for more than a small
proportion of the financing charge, in most cases no more than one
month’s accrued charges. Currently consumers who wish to purchase
credit life insurance must over-insure themselves with the resultant
increase in premium charges. This problem is eliminated in the
proposed legislation.

is. An Act relating to the enforcement of the insurance laws

1 Currently, M.G.L. Chapter 176 D allows the Commissioner of
Insurance to issue cease and desist orders and to impose
administrative fines for unfair methods of competition and unfair or
deceptive acts or practices in the business of insurance. This legislation
would make explicit the Commissioner’s power to issue cease and
desist orders against insurers and others for violations of other
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insurance laws. It would also provide for the issuance of a temporary
cease and desist order if the Commissioner determines that the public
interest will be irreparably harmed by delay in issuing the order. The
legislation further provides for the imposition of a civil forfeiture of
$lO,OOO for the violation of any provision ol the insurance laws.

The proposal is modeled after legislation enacted by the General
Court in 1980 authorizing the issuance of cease and desist orders under
the Massachusetts Uniform Securities Act. codified as M.G.L. c.
110A, s. 407A. A similar provision was added to the Massachusetts
Corporate Take-Over Statute, M.G.L. c. 110C, in 1981.

The legislation will help to ensure the expeditious and effective
enforcement of the insurance laws.

19. An Act further restricting discrimination by insurers
AGAINST THE BLIND, PHYSICALLY IMPAIRED AND MENTALLY
RETARDED.

This legislation would amend the insurance laws to strengthen the
protection against discrimination afforded blind, physically impaired
and mentally retarded individuals. This year, we have added to the
bill the definition of physical or mental impairment which is currently
used by the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination.

In 1981, the Legislature enacted section 193 T of Chapter 175,
prohibiting discrimination in the sale of insurance to those who are
blind, partially blind or physically impaired. Section 193 T was
amended by Chapter 520 of the Acts of 1985 to proscribe
discrimination against the mentally retarded. Section 193 T contains
an exception which permits adverse underwriting action to be taken
against the protected groups as long as it is based on “sound actuarial
principles or is related to actual experience.” This exception was part
of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners’ (“NAIC”)
Model Regulation on Unfair Discrimination on the Basis of Blindness
or Partial Blindness, as it was adopted by the NAIC in 1978. In 1985,
the NAIC adopted a revised version of its Model Regulation to
remove the exception.

Subdivision 1 of section 1 of the proposed bill is based on the revised
NAIC Model Regulation prohibiting discrimination against the blind.
Although section 193 T is somewhat different from both versions of
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the NAIC regulation, the changes proposed by the bill are consistent
with the changes made to the original NAIC regulation by the 1985
revision.

Subdivision 2 of section 1 of the bill clarifies the exception as it
applies to the physically impaired and mentally retarded. Section 193T
prohibits discrimination “except where such distinction or
discrimination is based on sound actuarial principles or is related to
actual experience.’’ The phrase “actual experience” is undefined, and
the entire exception is so broad that it currently permits insurers

' virtually unfettered discretion to take adverse underwriting action
against blind, mentally retarded and physically impaired individuals.
The new language recommended in section 1 is adopted from the
American Bar Association (“A.8.A.”) publication. Prohibiting
Discrimination Against Developmentally Disabled Persons, prepared
by the Developmental Disabilities State Legislative Project of the
A.B.A. Committee on the Mentally Disabled. In contrast to the
present law, this language provides a definite standard for use both
by the insurers and the insureds or applicants.

Section 2 of the bill incorporates section 193 T into Chapter 176D
of the General Laws to make it clear thata violation of the laws barring
discrimination is an unfair trade practice.

Section 3 of the bill, which was added by the Committee on
Insurance in the version passed out of that Committee in the 1986
legislative session, amends Chapter 176 D to further clarify the
insurers’ obligations under the NAIC model.

In the past two years, this bill has received the support of the
National Federation of the Blind of Massachusetts, the Massachusetts
Rehabilitation Commission, the Massachusetts Developmental
Disabilities Council, the Massachusetts Down Syndrome Congress,
former Attorney General Bellotti, and the Developmental Disabilities
Law Center.

20. An Act relative to health maintenance organizations
*

The law governing health maintenance organizations, Chapter
176 G of the General Laws, does not expressly provide for
rehabilitation or liquidation proceedings in the event of an H.M.O.
impairment or insolvency. This legislation would correct that
oversight by making H.M.O.s subject to the Uniform Insurers
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Liquidation Act, G.L. c. 175, ss. 180A-180L. The legislation is based
upon a provision in the NAIC model H.M.O. statute of the National
Association Insurance Commissioners.

2i. An Act relative to insurance information and privacy

PROTECTION.

Massachusetts insurance consumers are currently given no
protection or controls over personal information which insurance
companies, agents and insurance support organizations obtain in the
course of the insurance relationship. The Division of Insurance
therefore recommends the adoption of this modified version of the
NAIC Model Act on Insurance Information and Privacy Protection.
This Act requires insurers to notify consumers of their information
collection and disclosure practices when consumers apply for
insurance. It gives consumers access to information and it sets forth
a mechanism for the correction, amendment and deletion of recorded
personal information. It also sets forth conditions and limitations for
the disclosure of information by insurers, agents and insurance
support organizations.

This Model Act has been enacted in eleven states. In addition,
several states have adopted other protective statutes. The protections
provided by this proposal are similar to the protections offered to
credit consumers under the Fair Credit Reporting Act.

22. An Act relative tothe licensing andregulation ofpreferred

PROVIDER ARRANGEMENTS.

After several years of study, the Division is proposing licensing and
oversight authority over preferred provider arrangements. Currently
these arrangements are subject to regulation under either the HMD
or the insurance laws. In recognition of the unique characteristics of
preferred provider arrangements, the proposed Chapter sets forth
specific licensing and annual filing requirements, and it establishes
minimum standards for the conduct of business for such
arrangements.
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An Act relative to the regulation of risk retention groups
AND RISK PURCHASING GROUPS.

The Division is proposing the adoption of the NAIC Model Act
on state regulation of risk retention groups and risk purchasing
groups. These groups are the product of a federal law which allows
liability insurers which are licensed in a single state to operate in other
states without formal licensing or admission. The NAIC Act would
give the Division of Insurance the authority to regulate these entities
to the full extent allowed under federal law.
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